arrived at that standard, and will try to articulate it as unfolding in three dimensions-that of the human person, of human society and of human history. In the cumulative light of all three dimensions, it seems that an adequate judgment of the Holocaust is possible.
Since Etty Hillesum's diaries and letters were never intended as systematic articulations of such a judgment, I'll invite a few classic philosophers and some modern writers into conversation with her within an interpretative framework of those three dimensions: personal, social and historic. This conversation between Hillesum and these others is offered as a help towards understanding her judgment on the persecution of her people.
Towards a Judgment of the Holocaust: The Personal Dimension
To help explore the core personal dimension underlying any judgment of human activity, we'll touch on its cognitive, moral, and anthropological aspects.
Cognitive Diagnosis
By cognitive we are not referring here to matters of information, but to what Aristotle-when he opened his Metaphysics with the programmatic "All men by nature desire to know"-had already marked out as defining what it is to be human. It is in this sense our orientation towards truth, or our sliding into the lie-accompanied by the more or less elaborate construction of what is been called a 'second reality' occluding the genuine truth of human existence-is essential to our personal being. Philosopher of history Eric Voegelin has a persuasive reading of that statement as "All men are by nature in quest of the ground [of their existence]." 4 And in his commentary on Plato's Republic, he notes its diagnosis of the greatest corruption when the accent of reality shifts under the pressure of social power from truth to the lie.
5 In Voegelin's Hitler and the Germans lectures, he provides literary
